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In the Director’s column following this one, Mike Maher 
brings our attention to the experience at the “edge of 
the unknown” in a moving and provocative voice. In a 
parallel way I have been thinking about the unknown in 
our system – an experience the Newsletter group has 
been sitting with for some weeks now.
The Summer Newsletter was in the early stages in 
March, April and May just as the COVID-19 pandemic 
was getting underway. Our membership was in the first 
throes of adjusting, very much in the unknown along 
with the rest of the world. The Newsletter group invited 
articles and Forum contributions reflecting members’ 
experience of the pandemic, particularly through the 
lens of SCT and the TLHS.  Your response was to create a 
rich and exciting Newsletter! It showed that our theory, 
our practice, and our connectedness allowed us to live 
with unknowns and to build energy-organizing systems 
even when we couldn’t meet in person. 
Still, even before that issue came out the murder 
of George Floyd gave life to the Black Lives Matter 
movement, in the USA and around the world. This 
movement has provoked immense energy and discussion 
around systemic racism – protests, news coverage, 
pundits talking and talking, organizations declaring their 
support of the movement, reactions to the reactions, 
seminars and books emerging, our own organization 
trying to find meaningful ways of bringing our particular 
resources to this exploration. 
Meanwhile, the pandemic drags on, with all of its massive 
social and economic costs mounting, and discussions 
about whether we want to return to ‘normal,’ or whether 
‘normal’ was the problem in the first place. Vaccines are 
now on the verge of coming into use for the public, giving 
people a chance to explore those possibilities in reality. 
And then the US presidential and congressional elections 
absorbed massive time and energy, both in the USA and 
in many other countries. Even as I write this the election 
is “over but not over” as the sitting President has not 
yet conceded to his rival for office. With every day that 
passes the President-elect seems more likely to become 
the President in January, and hopefully that will be 
confirmed before this issue of the Newsletter is published. 
Still, fractures, conspiracy theories, impassioned rhetoric 
abound. It has been a time of division and disorganization, 
and it will take time to achieve greater stability – stability 
based, let’s hope, on changes that bring more equality 
into our social systems.
So back to the System-Centered News. When the Newsletter 
group met in September we took stock of what had come 
in for this edition: much less than the summer, with only 

From the Editor
Claudia Byram 
claudiabyram@gmail.com
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“The Edge of the Unknown.”   We use this phrase a lot in 
SCT, and like any phrase it can become eroded by over-
use, rendered platitudinous and become redundant.  
If we don’t want it to become a cliché we need to 
investigate it.  SCT has a unique contribution to this topic 
and I’m going to have a go at setting that contribution in 
a wider cultural context.
One familiar version of encountering the edge of the 
unknown is when we undo anxiety. We come back 
from predictions about the future through reality-
testing, using the question “do you believe you can tell 
the future?” This is usually a relief when we make the 
journey, landing back in the present, where we also do 
“know” some things.  However, as the process continues 
and deepens, and as we have experiences of really not 
knowing in the here and now, both inside ourselves and 
in contact with others, we can be very uncomfortable.
In a simple way, most of us spend most of our lives 
averting our gaze from those aspects of reality that 
make us uncomfortable.  In particular, we find it hard to 
really open up to the obvious but indigestible truth that 
we never actually know what is going to happen next.  
We go to painful lengths to counter this, and we are 
prepared to live with crippling experiences of anxiety 
as somehow preferable to facing that ineluctable fact.  
Or we spend our lives in sustained distraction or denial.  
This can’t be by accident.  If accepting this reality is so 
unpalatable, if the alternatives of anxiety, denial and 
distraction are so universal and compelling, then should 
we not pay attention to this and leave well alone?  
Maybe we should not disturb the sleeping dragon, and 
go back to turning our gaze away from the edge.  
“Humankind cannot bear very much reality,” wrote T.S. 

Eliot (in 1935, in Burnt Norton, the first of what later 
became the Four Quartets) 1. He was not referring to the 
poverty and despair of the depression, a nation sliding 
towards war, the everyday drabness of back streets 
and gas fires and the stifling inhibitions of conformity.  
Instead he was referring to the awareness of what lies 
beneath the mundane, underneath and beyond the 
everyday in which we live our lives.  
This reminds me of another quote, relating to a similar 
insight:
“If we had a keen vision and feeling of all ordinary human 
life, it would be like hearing the grass grow and the 
squirrel’s heart beat, and we should die of that roar which 
lies on the other side of silence. As it is, the quickest of us 
walk about well wadded with stupidity.” 2

This roar that if we really heard would kill us with its 
intensity is another version of the reality that humankind 
cannot bear too much of.  What George Eliot calls 
“wadded with stupidity” we might recognise as sensibly 
closing our boundaries to something that is too much 
for us to integrate.  Both of these quotes point in the 
direction of the edge to which we so frequently refer in 
SCT, and in both we may detect the experience of the 
attraction and the repulsion from approaching the edge, 
the something that draws us and the vertigo that makes 
us want to pull right back.
In the recent theory developed by Yvonne Agazarian in the 
years leading up to her death she drew the Roles in Our 
Person-as-a-System map.  In the outer ring of this map she 
positioned the Organising Energy/Transformation function; 
if you are going to see and influence the system-as-a-whole 
then you would need to develop the roles that allow you to 
sit at the edge of the unknown and bear it.   What are the 

two articles on the near horizon. The same was true in 
the October meeting, where we discovered that we were 
ourselves preoccupied, by the Presidential elections, by 
the work we were doing in relation to racism, by the 
transitions in our own lives. We wondered if this voice 
was isomorphic to our larger system. What we did find 
was that subgrouping shifted our energy – we began to 
be curious rather than discouraged. We realized that we 
had not reached out as much as we had for the previous 
Newsletter, so began to prompt the membership. 
Your response was terrific. The Member’s Forum is rich 
and stimulating, with several last-wave contributions. The 
Theory, Research and Applications section has just two 

contributions this time (compared to 6 in the last issue) but 
both are provocative in stimulating us to “think theory,” to 
stretch our brains. Maybe this is reflective of something 
important about the rhythm of the larger system of SCTRI 
and the world. At any rate, if you are incubating an idea for 
the Theory, Research, & Application section – be sure to let 
Ray Haddock (Editor of that section) know. 
I find myself poised, frustration and disappointment in 
the ongoing context of COVID-19 and our social issues 
morphing into curiosity, making space for the vast 
turbulence of the unknown.
Do I have company there? .

From the Director
Mike Maher 
mike.maher1@me.com

1 Eliot, T.S. (1944) Burnt Norton, in Four Quartets, London: Faber and Faber.  Lines 42-43.
2 Eliot, George (1994) Middlemarch, London: Penguin, p.194.
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driving and restraining forces to doing this?  The restraining 
forces are pretty clear – it is destabilising and deeply 
uncomfortable.  It can be terrifying.  One’s mortality 
and insignificance cannot be denied.  The comforting 
fictions that keep us afloat, the flimsy craft on which we 
sail through our lives are revealed as insubstantial.  She 
described the primal forces underlying group experience:  
“Primary ‘sense’ is primitive sense: archaic, 
anthropomorphizing, primordial, chaotic, often experienced 
as psychotic.  Thus each new experience arouses the terror 
of the unknown combined with a curiosity about it, which 
fuels the impulse to explore, organize, and master.” 3

So what is it about this drive to explore the terror of the 
unknown? What are the prizes for this endeavour?  
One answer might be the old one about why climb 
Everest – because it’s there.  There is an itch about the 
thing we do not do, the place we do not go, because we 
tell ourselves we must not, because it’s not safe.  Still, 
the itch persists.  Perhaps deep in my centre I know 
something, a knowing without words.    
Most of the paths towards exploring these wordless 
realms are walked alone.  The process can take many 
shapes; one version of this was articulated by Samuel 
Beckett in describing his vision of the process of creativity:
“The only fertile research is excavatory, immersive, a 
contraction of the spirit, a descent.  The artist is active, but 
negatively, shrinking from the nullity of extracircumreferential 
phenomena, drawn into the core of the eddy.” 4

The core of the eddy is another manifestation of the 
edge of the unknown, what happens on that very edge.  
Beckett underwent psychoanalysis with Wilfrid Bion in 
the early 1930s; I imagine that this could describe their 
process together.
What SCT offers to this long and diverse tradition of 
immersive and excavatory exploration is the experience 
of undertaking this exploration in the company of others, 
looking outwards as well as inwards, travelling from the 
inner person to the inter person and discovering meaning 
as we explore.  It is an audacious venture. The motto for 
psychoanalysis was taken from the inscription on the 
temple of Apollo at Delphi; “Know thyself.” SCT invites 
me to know myself through our knowing ourselves, to 
engage in the rhythm of looking out and looking in and 
looking out again, using our curiosity to discover whatever 
it is that we find, with a structure to hold us and a map to 
guide us.  This leads developmentally to seeing the system 
as a whole, including an apprehensive understanding of 
the invisible group, the shadows we can detect without 

seeing the objects that throw the shadows, the dynamic 
that sets the tune to which we dance.  When this happens 
we develop the capacity to slip free from our survival 
roles and our social roles and experiment with different 
behaviours and different versions of ourselves, even unto 
going together to that edge, the core of the eddy, the great 
and vast primal unknown.  
In this spot new things become possible.  In this place we 
can find a sense of connection to a greater scheme of things, 
something larger than the discrete self.   Here we discover 
the strange sense of knowing when something is happening 
without knowing quite how, when what is intuited and what 
is cognitively known fully connect and transform.  In these 
moments I discover something I didn’t know I knew; these 
experiences are the wellspring of creativity, both surprising 
and familiar, personal and universal.
Here I turn again to poetry to help me out, to help me 
articulate the inarticulate and to find a subgroup:
“…a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man;
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things.” 5

Agazarian distinguished between the primal dynamics 
not as essentially psychotic in their nature, but as 
“de-differentiated information: chaos.” 6 It may be that 
poetry can serve the function of reaching into the chaos 
and differentiating it enough so we can open to it, 
whilst keeping the sense of primordial energy and bite.  
Wordsworth’s lines evoke mystery and awe, but not 
terror.  In getting the words right the poet mobilises our 
capacity for wonder, so we can take a step up to the edge 
and take a look.  
There are other paths and other portals – our own 
Systems-Centered practice offers a way to undertake 
the travel alongside others; poetry started as a group 
experience listening to the poet declaiming words 
passed down through the oral tradition and has now 
become a more solitary vice.  In writing this I am putting 
a plank across the river; a modest attempt at a bridge 
between the realms of poetry and SCT.  There are many 
other realms, many other traditions that offer us ways 
to the edge – there could be many other bridges. .

3 Agazarian, Y.M. (2006). The phases of group development and the systems-centered group. In Systems-centered practice: Selected 
papers on group psychotherapy. London: Karnac Books.  p.139.

4 Beckett, S. (1965) Proust and Three Dialogues with Georges Duthuit.  London: John Calder pp.65-6.
5 Wordsworth, William. (2012) “Lines Written a Few Miles Above Tintern Abbey.”  
In The Longman Anthology of British Literature.  Damrosch , D and. Dettmar, K. (eds).  Boston: Pearson,. pp.429-33. Lines 96-103.

6Agazarian, Y.M. ibid.  p.139.
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Theory, Research, & Application

Introduction
“….systems that are energy organising” : Some 
thoughts on energy
Yvonne Agazarian’s Theory of Living Human Systems 
(TLHS) is both a theory about a living system and also 
a living theory. Kurt Lewin recognised that theories 
are useful when they are practical and enable us to 
understand and/or do something we could not do 
without the theory.
Theories themselves develop with new information 
whether this is integrating existing data or emerging 
data from research. Theories are tested by firstly 
defining concepts, then operational definitions used 
to form hypotheses, then collecting data to test the 
hypotheses which also tests the theory. It is also 
possible to collect information from experience and 
see if that fits with the theory, keeping in mind that any 
theory developed by humans is limited to the human 
ability to know in the full sense of this word.  Humans 
are inextricably part of the wider living system, the 
earth and the universe so whether or not we can see it, 
express or formulate it, we must have resonance with 
it.  If a theory captures this wider living system, it gives 
us a map to explore beyond what we can know now.
We know that energy is present at all system levels 
and is defined in terms of the particular context. In this 
paper I am using the TLHS concept of energy, which is 
defined as “information,” exploring how this concept 
might be operationalized at different system levels 
to understand the relationship of the human system 
within the hierarchy of systems which are its context. 
Over many years of exploration and testing Agazarian 
developed the following statement (Agazarian 1997).

A theory of living human systems defines a hierarchy 
of isomorphic systems that are energy organising, 
goal directed and self-correcting.

We can see that the concept of “energy” is a 
fundamental building block of the theory. Without 
energy there is nothing to organise, direct or correct 
or indeed to have a hierarchy of!
Day to day SCT practice often refers to energy; for 
example, it is central to the technique of “Centering.” 
We often describe losing energy or having more 

energy as we negotiate the forks between driving and 
restraining forces.
Driving and restraining forces themselves are 
conceptualised as the balance of energy vectored in 
opposite directions which stabilize the system and are 
operationalized in behaviours.
As we describe energy in TLHS and its operationalization 
in SCT we are perhaps referring to energy in two 
different ways, at the theoretical level energy is objective 
information, whereas at the experiential level it is 
subjective. Here the label is being used to describe a 
physiological experience. When one says “I have, more/
less/no energy” one is of course turning experience into 
information.

The World Context
As we explore the impact of the current systemic 
disturbances affecting our world (COVID-19, reactions 
to racism, even elections), many of us might notice 
how difficult it is to get organised and stay focussed. It 
is hard to concentrate for long periods or to complete 
more complex pieces of work without getting distracted.  
SCT theory helps us to recognise this as the impact 
of wider system change on the living human system. 
How things have been and usually are can no longer be 
relied upon, fundamental system norms are no longer 
stabilising the system and the usual safe retreats are not 
available. The theory enables us to understand this as 
the release of free energy into the system that can no 
longer be contained by the current system structures.  
This “free” energy destabilizes the system and tends 
towards entropy in order to re-establish stability.  We can 
hypothesize that here the human system is presented 
with a fork in the road. One fork is making functional 
adaptations to contain and explore the new information 
to integrate it and work to solve the problems. The other 
fork is adapting old and familiar survival roles also with 
the goal of containing the energy.  In this case, however, 
the human system is trying to apply old solutions to a 
new problem. The principle of isomorphy tells us we will 
likely see versions of both options at all system levels. 
I am sure we can all find good examples of both.  SCT 
theory allows us to understand and explore the different 
responses as subgroups.

Theory of Living Human Systems: Energy and 
the Connection to the Universe
Ray Haddock   
rayhad@doctors.org.uk
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Whilst a Theory of Living Human Systems and the 
practice of SCT enables us to think of how our energy 
is organised at a human level, I also want to take the 
exploration to a more abstract theoretical level and 
consider how we might conceptualise energy in a 
broader system context. What is it? Where does it 
come from? And what happens to it when we have it?

Theoretical Physics
No, I am not going into the depths of theoretical physics 
but want to highlight that the concept of energy is 
one that has been considered by some of the greatest 
minds in human history. So, if a TLHS and SCT are using 
the same word, it would be useful to consider whether 
the operational definitions of energy are similar and 
different only because the context is different.
Albert Einstein’s brilliant contribution to science was 
to arrive at a formula for the conversion of matter to 
energy E=MC2. Isaac Newton described laws about 
how energy is conserved within and between physical 
systems. Many others have contributed to defining the 
conversion and measurement of energy in different 
systems.  However, it is not easy to define energy 
itself; it just is, and what we can define and describe is 
how it is operationalised in an action or contained as a 
potential (doing work or the capacity to do work). So, 
energy is organized, vectored, contained, discharged, 
free or unorganized. Free or unorganized energy may 
also be defined as chaos.  In the world of theories about 
physical properties these are familiar and defined 
terms. So far so good as TLHS and SCT recognise the 
same terms with very similar meanings (isomorphy). 
This convergence and similarity of concept support the 
hypothesis that the systems are in the same hierarchy. 
Diagram 1 Illustrates a possible map for how energy 
is contained (structure) at different levels and how 
it is transferred within a system level AND how it is 
transformed as it moves across a boundary into a 
different level of the hierarchy.
From the perspective of a TLHS and SCT energy is equated 
with information (Miller).  Yvonne Agazarian developed 
a theory of how human systems organise information 
within boundaries in order to function (to do work, to 
solve problems or to have the potential to do these) in 
a given context. As we observe what people actually 
do i.e., how that energy/information is organised and 
to where it is directed, we can extrapolate the goal of 
a human system.  (Agazarian after Lewin) We know 
that whenever we do anything (including thinking and 
feeling) it requires organization of energy. A TLHS gives 
a map that enables us to observe and deduce how this 
energy is organized and how it is being used? Vectored?  

From there we form hypotheses on plan interventions 
that might change these.
But where does this energy originate and does Einstein’s 
formula E=MC2 help us?

The Human System and Energy
Unfortunately, Einstein’s elegant formula is more than 
I can translate directly so I will be pragmatic. What he 
discovered was that there is a relationship between 
energy and matter and that energy can be transformed 
into matter (fusion) and matter can be transformed 
into energy (fission).  One way of thinking about a 
TLHS concept of energy is that there is the conversion 
of physiological energy into information which can 
then be transmitted via physiological system processes 
in a highly efficient manner. Here we can note the 
isomorphy of how energy is transformed at different 
system levels and the impact this has on how it is 
transmitted across boundaries. [Diagram 1]
How the energy/information that human systems 
organise is the result of evolution. This is also true of how 
our particular person system has developed anatomical 
and physiological pathways and processes that convert 
chemical energy into body tissues and electro-chemical 
energy into an organised pattern of response in the 
present. This transmits information across a person 
system boundary into the context where it stimulates 
an energetic response in others. Seeing how the energy 
flows and transforms across system boundaries strikes 
me as truly remarkable if not awesome!
The human biological system, like all species, has 
evolved (developed) to respond to our environment 
over many millennia. This has left us with highly 
developed survival systems which are always likely 
to have the primary claim on our energy. We have a 
very well-developed attachment system (Bowlby). In 
SCT this operates primarily as what we are referring to 
when we talk about “survival roles.” Life threatening 
trauma responses and fixations, however, function at a 
primary biological level. (The fields of neurobiology and 
developmental/evolutionary biology have much to say 
about this see for example, Porges, Siegal, Gantt and 
Badenoch, van der Kolk).
We can think of the human survival system at the 
individual (organism) level as having differentiated two 
broad levels of response, one that responds to direct 
life threat (flight, fight, freeze), developed earlier in the 
evolutionary path and one that turns to others of our 
species for immediate survival needs (Porges in Gantt 
& Badenoch, Eds 2013). These two levels of response 
determine how we survive in our human system in 

Theory, Research, & Application
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Diagram 1
A Hierarchy of Energy Containing Systems

Note: At each system level energy  
is contained in the structures at  
that level and the way energy is 
contained and transferred also  
differs at each context level.

As with all theoretical concepts there is always a choice of where a boundary is positioned and within each level of the 
illustrated hierarchy there are many subsystems or possible subsystems.  One could also argue the energy of the earth 
is a subsystem of the energy of the universe. What I am trying to illustrate here is that the way energy is contained 
and its availability to the subsystems within the system-as-a-whole is limited and creates the context of the survival 
development and transformation of any contained systems.  Thus, living systems on earth are defined and limited by 
the physical nature of the earth itself and the boundary between the earth and the universe. This is an extrapolation 
of Agazarian’s theory of living human systems and if that theory is realistic representation of the human system then 
it should be consistent with the systems in the hierarchy of systems of which the human system is part.  

Diagram 1
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Theory, Research, & Application
relation to others.  The neural pathway that seeks others 
appears to be faster pathway than the flight, fight, freeze 
pathway and it is when this pathway fails to meet the 
survival needs that the earlier pathway takes over. It is 
important to note that this is an oversimplification of 
the emerging evidence and it is likely our knowledge of 
this will continue to become increasingly sophisticated. 
However, it seems evolution has designed us to use our 
group for our survival and development with a goal of 
mutually assured preservation. 
Isomorphically, this indicates that group as a whole 
survival will also have a primary call on available energy. 
How this is enacted at the “Human-System-as-a whole” 
level is a predominant dynamic in human systems.  
Simple observation indicates that whilst immediate 
physical threat is not an issue for many subgroups, 
who have a great deal more resource (energy) than is 
required for survival, there are also large subgroups 
that are under direct attack (war, violence, prejudice) 
and/or have access to less or little resource for survival 
let alone development and transformation.  How is the 
relationship between these subgroup roles in the human-
system-a-whole supporting the survival development 
and transformation of the system?  Although this is 
not a topic for this paper, the way we understand the 
flow and containment of energy in the system has 
possible implications for both how we might map this 
and what could be done to discriminate what is not yet 
discriminated and work towards integration.

A Complex Story Made Simple
The next step is to understand better the energy’s 
pathway through the hierarchy of systems of which 
the human system is a member, to further our 
understanding of the pathway of energy through the 
hierarchy of systems. [Diagram1] To do this I want to 
go more directly to the source of the energy required 
to build complex systems.
Like any organism humans need food to survive and 
in order to acquire this food have developed complex 
systems of hunting, farming and distribution. One 
difference between the human system and most 
other species is that as far as we know, in order to 
produce and acquire our food we intervene more in the 
environment deliberately and systematically. This has 
been a very successful strategy as evidenced by the fact 
that humans occupy nearly every habitat on earth and 
are able to survive away from them.
Humans like all other species on earth evolved to 
gain our food from our environment and for many 
species, including humans, this means ingesting other 
organisms. We and the living systems of which we are 

part evolved together to do this. The degree to which 
any organism can find a niche which it can exploit and 
compete in successfully is one measure of its success. 
To begin with this requires individual organism survival 
which, can then lead to the ability to reproduce, 
continue evolving and adapting as the environment 
changes (Charles Darwin).
Biologists have given the name “ecosystems” to the 
larger systems recognising the complex interplay and 
interdependence of the many levels of biological life 
and the physical environmental system of which they 
are part. Crucially these systems maintain a dynamic 
equilibrium with a transfer of energy between systems 
and system levels in a way that is highly efficient 
at the macro level. At this level most of the energy 
in the system is recycled over different periods of 
time; seconds, hours, days, months, years decades… 
These ecosystems all exist within the context of the 
Earth’s geophysical systems (usually given a suffix of 
“-sphere” e.g., hydrosphere = water, geosphere = solid 
rock, cryosphere = ice). There is an energy interplay 
between physical systems and biological systems which 
is not unidirectional. Biological systems change physical 
systems as well as vice versa and together maintain 
the energy balance of the system-as a-whole, that is 
the Earth (The Gaia hypothesis, James Lovelock). There 
is no simple cause and effect at a system level. The 
combined interchange between the physical earth and 
the ecosystems sustains a system that is conducive to the 
survival and development of ecosystems themselves.
“The notion of the biosphere as an active adaptive 
control system able to maintain the Earth in homeostasis 
we are calling the ‘Gaia hypothesis.’” (Lovelock, J.E.; 
Margulis, L. [1974])
So, it is not an understatement to conclude that 
the human system is part of an awesome complex 
organisation of energy and is part of the equation in the 
dynamic equilibrium of the planet.

The Source of the Energy  
Diagram 1 again

Let us now consider the source of the energy that drives 
Earth’s ecosystems.
The sun is one obvious source of energy from outside 
of the Earth’s system. Another comes directly from 
the earth itself. I do not mean oil and coal, which are a 
product of the planet’s living system in conjunction with 
physical processes. I mean the fabric of the earth itself, 
the rocks, crystals and liquids most of which are the 
products of the formation and dynamic processes of 
the universe itself. Climate and weather are examples 
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of the functional relationship of the energy exchange 
between sun and earth’s geophysical and eco-systems.
These systems contain energy and as such are energy 
organising. This energy may be more or less available 
or useful to any organism. However, humans have 
developed to become experts at exploiting these 
sources of energy for our own survival, development 
and transformation. The impact of this is again the topic 
of another paper.
So, in fact we are isomorphically connected to the energy 
of the earth and the universe; or more accurately we are 
a product of this energy even if we cannot find the words 
to express it – the place we know without words.

Postscript and References,  
Reading and Ideas of Others
Any development is the result of discrimination and 
integration of information. This article is the result of 
bringing together a great deal of information and the 
ideas of a great many others. I am then building on these 
to propose a systems way of looking at how the human 
system is deeply connected to, part of, influenced by 
and impacts all the systems in the hierarchy. 
It is difficult to specify particular references so I have 
listed the main sources or bodies of information 
contributing to this paper which also includes many 
discussions with others over the years. In getting this 
paper to where it is, I particularly want to thank Jon 

McCormick who has enabled me to develop the ideas 
and opened doors as yet unexplored, Fran Carter, 
for her clear theory clarifications and Kitty Garlid for 
making it readable and asking pertinent questions.
Further Reading on Neurobiology and Relationship 
Include:
John Bowlby’s work on attachment, Joseph E. LeDoux, 
Allan N. Schore, Danial J. Siegel and Bessel van der Kolk
Other ideas and concepts from: Charles Darwin who 
needs no further comment; James Lovelock and the 
Gaia hypothesis; Theoretical and research physics and 
its understanding and explanations
References:
Agazarian, Y.M. (2018). Systems-Centered therapy for 
groups. New York, NY: Guilford Press. 
Agazarian, Y.M. & Gantt, S.P. (2000). Autobiography of 
a theory. London, UK: Jessica Kingsley.
Bertalanffy, L. von (1968) General systems theory: 
Foundations, development, applications. New York, NY: 
George Braziller.
Porges in Gantt, S.P., & Badenoch, B. (Editors)(2013) The 
Interpersonal Neurobiology of Group Psychotherapy and 
Group Processes. London, UK: Karnac Books. Chapter 1 p10.
Lovelock, J.E.; Margulis, L. (1974). “Atmospheric 
homeostasis by and for the biosphere: the Gaia 
hypothesis”. Tellus. 26 (1–2). .

“To be confused about what is different and what is not, 
is to be confused about everything.” 

        David Bohm, Wholeness and the Implicate Order
Reading Kurt Lewin came as a huge relief for me. He 
joined and gave words to my underlying intuitive (but 
shaky) belief that social and psychological processes are 
as ‘real’ (and as ‘unreal’) as this physical material world 
is. I probably can extend this to Kurt Lewin’s major 
contribution to science in his time and age. Through his 
scientific rigour and research, he validated the reality of 
‘psychological field’ (life space) as Einstein had with the 

existence of the ‘gravitational field’ (spacetime).
In this re-view, I will be exploring the differences as well 
as the similarities between Lewin’s conceptualization of 
life space and force field and the Theory of Living Human 
Systems (TLHS) as developed by Yvonne Agazarian. 
What is gained and what is lost in the differences?

Force & Field
Newton is credited with the discovery of ‘gravity,’ but 
to be precise Newton gave us the concept of ‘force.’ 
What was discovered was remarkable in the sense that 

Re-viewing TLHS & its Systems-Centered  
Practice Through Kurt Lewin’s Legacy
Nitesh Painuly, M.D. 
nitesh.painuly@gmail.com
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the same concept of ‘force’ can explain why objects fall 
back on earth, or why satellites move around planets 
or planets around the sun, etc. Implied in this discovery 
is the concept of ‘space’ which is vast, undifferentiated 
and empty and where objects act upon each other 
through ‘force.’ 
This undifferentiated and empty ‘space’ will have to 
wait for almost two centuries when an impoverished 
Londoner with no formal education with a name 
of Michael Faraday brings up the idea of ‘field’ 
(electromagnetic in this case) which is diffused 
throughout space and acts upon the objects. The 
universe is no longer composed of objects and empty 
space, but is now composed of space, field, and 
objects.  Ultimately it will take Einstein’s genius to see 
and prove that there is no such thing as space but it’s 
simply nothing other than ‘gravitation field.’ This is a 
momentous discovery where ‘space’ (or to be precise 
‘spacetime’) and matter get integrated. Spacetime 
(gravitational field) is one of the ‘material’ components 
of the world; a real entity which undulates, fluctuates, 
bends like any other field. (To interested readers, I 
recommend a beautiful and engaging small book, Seven 
Brief Lessons on Physics, by Carlo Rovelli, 2014.)

Lewin’s Life Space and Systems: 
Similarity and difference
It is interesting to note that when Lewin (1946) is 
defining ‘field’ he is quoting Einstein (1933) i.e. “A 
totality of coexisting facts which are conceived of 
as mutually interdependent is called a field.” His 
view of psychological field (along the same line of 
electromagnetic field, or gravitational field) is Life 
Space. “Psychology has to view the life space, including 
the person and his environment, as one field.” So, 
psychological field = Life space (LSp)= Person (P) + his 
environment (E).
“In general terms, behaviour (B) is a function (F) of the 
person (P) and of his environment (E), B = F (P, E). In this 
equation the person (P) and his environment (E) have to 
be viewed as variables which are mutually dependent 
upon each other. In other words, to understand or to 
predict behaviour, the person and his environment have 
to be considered as one constellation of interdependent 
factors. We call the totality of these factors the life 
space (LSp) of that individual and write B = F (P,E) = 
F (LSp). The Life space, therefore, includes both the 
person and his psychological environment. The task 
of explaining behaviour then becomes identical with 
1) finding a scientific representation of the life space 
(LSp) and 2) determining the function (F) which links the 

behaviour to the life space. This function (F) is what one 
usually calls a Law. (Behaviour and Development as a 
Function of the Total Situation in Lewin 1997, Page 338)
Figure 1 illustrates Lewin’s formulation of life space 
and also shows that behaviour is something which is 
different from life space. 

System is defined as “a set of elements standing in 
inter relation” (von Bertalanffy, 1969). There is obvious 
similarity between  the ‘field’ and the ‘system’. David 
Bohm (1992, page 18-19) brings it closer when he 
says, “A system means a set of connected things or 
parts.” But the way people commonly use the word 
now means ‘something all of whose parts are mutually 
interdependent,’ not only for their mutual action, but 
for their meaning and their existence’ (Figure 2). 

Agazarian (Agazarian & Gantt, 2000), in her quest to find 
common variables applicable to both individual and the 
group, defines the life space in term of General System 
Theory (GST).  In translating field theory into systems 
theory terms, where the living system described can 
be as small as a cell or as large as society, Lewin’s life 
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space has been reformulated to apply to living systems 
in general. The advantage of this for formulating group-
as-a-whole theory is that the life space serves as an 
operational definition of the behavioural path of all 
living systems of a defined hierarchy and can be applied 
isomorphically to either of the two systems level of 
group that we have defined: the individual and the 
group-as-a-whole (page 109- 110).
It is important to keep in mind that Agazarian is 
‘re-defining’ and ‘re-formulating’ life space in terms 
of ‘system’ concepts. This life space is different from 
Lewin’s, which is aligned with the concept of ‘field.’ To 
gather the information (differences) which were lost in 
the process of this translation, we need to see life space 
in context of Lewin’s concept of ‘Psychological Ecology.’
Kurt Lewin (In defining the “Field at a Given Time,” 
1943) writes, “Brunswick states correctly, ‘The ‘field’ 
within which Lewin is able to predict, in the strict sense 
of the word, is the person in his life space.” Then he 
proceeds, “But the life space is not to be confused 
with geographic environment of physical stimuli, nor 
with actually achieved results in the environment. It is 
post-perceptual, and pre-behavioural.” This statement 
is partly incorrect, namely, in so far as perception 
and behaviour, to my mind, are legitimate problems 
of psychology. This view is a necessary consequence 
of the field-theoretical approach according to which 
the boundary conditions of a field are essential 
characteristics of that field.
Overall, Lewin agrees that perceptual (physical) and 
behavioural (social) world is the boundary zone of 
life space (but not the life space per se). He writes, 
“Brunswick, however, is correct in assuming that I do 
not consider as a part of the psychological field at a 
given time those sections of the physical or social world 
which do not affect the life space of the person at that 
time…theoretically, we can characterize this task as 
discovering what part of the physical or social world 
will determine during a given period the ‘boundary 
zone’ of the life space. This task is worth the interest of 
the psychologists. I would suggest calling ‘psychological 
ecology’.” (Lewin, 1997, page 210-11)
As I see, the fundamental difference is this. Life space 
belongs to the person who is in it, whereas system 
belongs to the person who is observing it  (Figure 3).
In the above light, Lewin’s life space seems to be close 
to the concept of ‘consciousness’ where at present the 
leading edges of neuroscience and theoretical physics 

are converging. In an attempt to make a closer link 
with ‘systems,’ I hypothesise Lewin’s life space is the 
specific property of ‘Person-as-a-system,’ and in a strict 
Lewinian sense, this concept can only be applied to 
this system. This doesn’t apply to Living Human System 
in general. The role system in SCT is equivalent to the 
behaviour (B), which is a function of the person (P) and 
of his environment (E) (life space).
At a given point of time, there is no such thing as ‘many 
life spaces’ just as there is no such thing as ‘a system.’ 
Whereas any system exists only in the context of other 
systems, life space can only be one space because at 
any given time there is only one environment with a 
person, as that person sees it. This is similar to the 
Theory of Living Human Systems where it would be 
contradictory to say that there are two systems-as-a-
whole (or two gravitational fields!!).1

This, I believe is the subtle but fundamental difference 
between Agazarian‘s and Lewin’s approach to life 
space. Kurt Lewin is using life space and his field 
theory in non-dualistic Einsteinian paradigms, whereas 
Agazarian started applying the concepts of life space 
and force field in a Newtonian mechanical way. This will 
become clearer as we move along.

Agazarian’s adaptation of  
Lewin’s Field Theory:
Autobiography of a Theory: Developing a Theory of 
Living Human Systems and its Systems-Centered Practice 
by Yvonne Agazarian and Susan Gantt (2000) has been 
my best source for tracking the influence and impact 

1  I would also propose another interpretation of Lewin’s life space (LSp), which I think is closer to Agazarian’s Theory of Living 
Human Systems. i.e. Life space of a system is a function of the available information in that particular system (i) and the degree of 
differences (∆ d) in that system. LSp= f (i). (∆ d)

Continued on page 13
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Orientation to the 2021 SCT Annual Conference
There are multiple pathways for attending the Conference.

Weekend Institutes
The Weekend Institutes provide an opportunity 
to dive deep into a topic of interest. The sessions 
will take place over two full days on Saturday and 
Sunday.

Five-Day Conference
The five days includes a variety of sessions. You’ll 
have an opportunity to explore systems-centered 
training and its applications. There are 4 types of 
sessions that make up the 5-day Conference: 

  •  Experiential Training – These immersive trainings 
use systems-centered techniques to build a 
group within which members can explore their 
here-and-now experience. Those new to SCT, 
those who want to explore SCT or integrate it 
into their personal and work lives will begin with 
the Foundation Training Group. Intermediate 
and Advanced groups will also be part of the 
Conference. Please see the registration pages for 
more details about the groups being offered this 
year. (The SCT Training Curriculum may also be 
a helpful resource, for those interested in taking 
the next step after Foundation Training. Find it 
on the website at www.systemscentered.com/
Training/The-SCT-Training-Curriculum).

  •  Basics in SCT Groups – These sessions will cover 
core elements of SCT theory and methods. 
When you register you will be asked to choose 
which drop-in groups you plan to attend.

  •  Workshops – Presented by members, these 
sessions highlight application of SCT relating 
to the theme of the conference in various 
contexts. When you register, you’ll be asked to 
select the workshops you’ll attend.

  •  Large Group – At the end of each day of the 
Conference, Monday - Thursday, we will gather 

in a large group to explore and integrate our 
experiences from the day. When you register, 
you will be asked to confirm your plans to 
attend the Large Group.

Seven-Day Package

If you plan to attend both the Weekend Institute 
and the Conference, the combined Seven-Day 
Registration package will provide the best rate. 

Looking for an Introduction?  
Try the Foundation Training Group

New attendees are warmly encouraged to attend 
the full 5-day Conference, to see and experience 
SCT from a variety of angles. At the same time, we 
recognize that this may be a big commitment for 
those who haven’t yet tried SCT. So, this year we are 
providing an opportunity to register separately for 
the Foundation Training Group. This group will meet 
each day, to learn core elements of theory and then 
practice applying them to build a Systems-Centered 
group. These sessions will build on one another from 
one day to the next, so plan to attend all five sessions. 

Emerging Theory Workshop

The Emerging Theory Workshop, Applying SCT 
Theory and Methods in Working with Trauma, 
introduces leading edge theory and integrates it 
with experiential practice. This workshop wraps up 
the Conference for attendees and is also open to 
anyone as a stand-alone session.

We’ll be spanning many time zones in this online 
context so we refer to parts of the training day (or 
night depending where you are!) as “sessions.” For 
example, training groups are Session 1, workshops 
and drop-in groups are Session 2, and large group 
is Session 3. There are some exceptions to this and 
we’ll make that clear on the registration form.
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of Lewin’s thinking and his field theory on Agazarian’s 
work.  In this context, when I read this book again, the 
concept of ‘goal’ holds the central stage.  
She writes, “The goal concept is a fundamental one for 
Lewin2 as without it, there can be no tension system, 
and therefore no locomotion potential in the life space. 
The relationship between person (or system) and the 
tension system in relationship to goal that explains 
and predicts movement in the life space.” (Agazarian & 
Gantt 2000, p. 112)
This step is driving when we see that Agazarian is 
building her theory by incorporating Festinger’s Theory 
of Cognitive Dissonance and Howard and Scott’s 
Problem-Solving Theory in terms of goal and problems 
along the way and defining ‘as if’ (implicit) goal which 
is implied through the behaviour. At the same time, the 
ground of the whole framework has shifted from ‘field’ 
(Einsteinian non-dual model) to the ‘force’ (Newtonian 
mechanical dualistic model). 
Let’s explore, how Lewin sees the ‘goal’ and ‘tension 
system’ that Agazarian is referring to. For Lewin, 
constructs of a ‘system in tension’ definitely presuppose 
a field theory (Formalization and Progress in Psychology, 
1940). Nevertheless, the construct of ‘need’ in field 
theory goes hand in hand with the ‘tension system’ that 
Agazarian is referring to.
For Lewin, needs in turn are closely related to valences3. 
What valence a certain object or activity has depends 
partly upon the nature of that activity/object and partly 
upon the state of the needs (tension) of the person at 
that time. (Behaviour and Development as a Function of 
the Total Situation, 1946 in Lewin 1997, p. 361). 
For goal, Lewin (1944) writes, “This concept does not 
have the dimension of a force, in spite of the fact 
there is a close relation between goals and forces. A 
goal has the conceptual dimension of a ‘force field,’ 
that is, of a distribution of forces in space. Goal (or in 
field-theoretical terminology, a positive valence) is a 
force field of a special structure, namely, a force field 
where all forces point toward the same region. To 
conceive of a goal in this way gives it a definite place 
within the totality of possible patterns of force fields. 
The counterpart of a distribution of forces toward 
one region is the distribution away from one region. 
This is equivalent to the concept of ‘aversion.’ Other 
types of force fields are equivalent to what is called 
a ‘difficulty’ or ‘barrier.’ The transformation of such 
everyday concepts as goals, difficulties, aversions into 

force fields of different types makes it possible to link 
these qualitatively very different entities in a way that 
lays open their functional similarity and difference.” 
(Constructs in Field Theory, 1944 in Lewin 1997, p. 197)  
It is important to note, a goal is the conceptual 
dimension of a force field where forces and region are 
‘real.’ Also, goal is a force field of special structure, like 
a force field of ‘aversion,’ ‘barrier’ etc. It also means, 
that not every force field has a ‘goal’ but every goal can 
be represented as a force field.
It is very clear that Lewin defines ‘goal’ in a way that is 
different to the more commonly accepted definition of 
direction towards which something is moving or could 
move. This is a Newtonian way of looking at the goal. 
What Lewin is implying is ‘goal’ is a name of a particular 
type of force field, where structure of that force field is 
such that all forces are pointing in the same direction. 
The analogy is again Einstein’s vision of the universe. 
The gravitational field (spacetime) is warped around 
the earth due to the mass of the earth. It took Einstein 
10 years of repeated frustration and hard work and 
revision of his theory from special relativity to general 
relativity before he could find this relationship between 
curvature of spacetime and the mass (energy). There is 
a similar isomorphic relationship between force field 
and goal.

Agazarian’s Application of Force Field: 
Agazarian as a practitioner adapted Lewin’s force field 
as one of her primary tools to define the path a group 
takes to achieve its goal and deal with problems along 
the way. She eruditely linked this with Korzybski’s idea 
of man’s map making potential and with Problem-
Solving Theory and Cognitive Dissonance Theory. 
Agazarian explains her modification of force field when 
she writes: 
“There are some modifications to the force field that I 
have made for the sake of simplicity. Kurt Lewin called the 
forces to or away from a region ‘driving forces, and forces 
that block entering a region ‘restraining forces’. Thus, 
for Lewin, driving forces had to do with locomotion, and 
‘restraining forces’ had to do with barriers or boundary 
conditions.  The innovation that I made was to see driving 
and restraining forces in a dynamic equilibrium3 related 
to opposite goals like, for example, to move towards 
or to move away. Thus, restraining forces were not 
simply barriers to the driving forces, but goal–oriented 
forces of their own-whose implicit goal could be intuited 

2  I would argue that Lewin would have disagreed with Agazarian here. For him ‘field’ is fundamental. 
3 Again, Kurt Lewin is the one who brought the term ‘valence’ (vlenz in Germany meaning ‘binding’) in psychology.  
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by observing their behavioural implications. Redefining 
Lewin’s force field concept makes it compatible with the 
approach and avoidance forces of SAVI and links Lewin’s 
concept to Shannon and Weaver (1964) and Howard and 
Scott (1965).

In the modification of the force field that I have made 
in order to operationalise Lewin’s construct as an 
instrument, I have kept the locomotor character of driving 
forces, but have made an important discrimination 
between driving forces that move towards the explicit 
goal and those forces that move away. This then 
differentiates between the directions of approach and 
avoidance.

The label ‘driving force’ then refers only to those forces 
that move the system in the direction of the explicit 
goal; and the label ‘opposing or restraining force’ 
refers only to those forces that move the system in the 
direction away from the explicit goal.” (Agazarian & 
Gantt 2000, page 113).

What Gets Lost in Adaptation and 
Application? And Why Does it Matter?
Looking back, in Agazarian’s application of Lewin’s field 
theory and her modification of Lewin’s force field ‘for 
the sake of simplicity’ was restraining as well.  As I have 
highlighted earlier, that subtle but important distinction 
between primary importance of ‘field’ vs. ‘goal’ gets lost.  
Concept of life space was imported into systems language, 
in my view without enough prior discrimination.  In 
Lewinian language, ‘driving force’ and ‘restraining force’ 
are two different life spaces and considering the fact that 
they are different, they depict different goals.
Lewin writes, in the context of groups (in Lewin 1997):
“Social events depend on the social field as a whole, 
rather than on a few selected items. This is the basic 
insight behind the field-theoretical method which has 
been successful in physics, which has steadily grown 
in psychology, and, in my opinion, is bound to be 
equally fundamental for the study of social fields, simply 
because it expresses certain basic characteristics of 
interdependence.” 

Further he writes, 
“Science tries to link certain observable (phenotypical) 
data with other observable data. It is crucial for all 
problems of interdependence, however, that- for 
reasons which we do not need to discuss here- it is, 

as a rule, impracticable to link one set of phenotypical 
data directly to other phenotypical data. Instead, it 
is necessary to insert “intervening variables”. To use 
a more common language: the practitioner as well 
as the scientist views the observable data as mere 
“symptoms”. They are “surface” indications of some 
“deeper lying” facts. He has learned to “read” the 
symptoms, like a physicist reads his instruments. The 
equations which express physical laws refer to such 
deeper lying dynamic entities as pressure, energy, or 
temperature rather than to the directly observable 
symptoms such as the movements of the pointer of an 
instrument…While there is no need for social science 
to copy the specific concepts of the physical sciences, 
the social scientist should be clear that he, too, needs 
intervening variables and that these dynamic facts, 
rather than the external data  and appearances, are the 
important points of reference alike for him and for the 
social practitioner.” (in Lewin 1997, p. 305)
The problem is exactly the same. By mistake, one set of 
observable data (goal) is directly being linked with the 
other phenotypical data i.e. driving/restraining force 
without any intervening variables. This problem becomes 
very obvious when we think about ‘as if’ (implicit) goal as 
something which is implied through the behaviour. In 
this case, there is no science involved when we predict 
that the ‘as if’ goal is always going to win over ‘explicit 
goal’ because definition of ‘implicit’ goal has already 
‘implied’ that. It’s simply explaining and interpreting the 
behaviour which can’t be predicted by ‘explicit goal,’ 
rather than predicting in a true scientific sense.
This will take further struggle on behalf of Agazarian 
and many SCT groups until there is a new and revised 
theory.  Yvonne describes the cost of this lack of 
discrimination in a poignant incident in one of the large 
SCT group, when she writes In 2014: 
The Wake-Up Call in Our 2013 Conference Large Group
As often happens in our Large Groups, the work of the 
Large Group emerged around issues important in the 
development of SCT. In 2013, what surfaced was the 
question how to tell the difference when people joined 
a subgroup in their person system role from joining in 
their member system role. In response to the leader’s 
question as to whether members’ contributions were 
coming from their person or their member system, the 
group spontaneously began to “train” its members on 
the difference. As soon as a member finished their ‘join,’ 
the group would shout out enthusiastically ‘person’ or 
‘member,’ based on the communication pattern that 

4  It is important to note here that dynamic equilibrium for Lewin is quantitative and continuous and for Agazarian it is categorical and 
qualitative. 
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the member used. For example, when persons explained 
themselves instead of exploring either themselves or 
the subgroup, the group would identify ‘explanations 
and intellectualizations’ as a ‘person role system.’ 
In contrast, objective or exploratory communications 
were identified as ‘member.’ This placed the group-as-
a-whole working in the phase of system development 
in which role locks are first enacted and then explored, 
when neutral feedback becomes available to members 
for evaluating potential changes in role. 
Shift into the Fight Phase
Then the climate changed. The pressure to shout 
‘person’ or ‘member’ increased, and the intensity shifted 
the group into the fight phase dynamics. The effect on 
the process of fight phase dynamics reversed the overt 
intention, from ‘training’ members to ‘scapegoating’ 
members. What became manifest was the powerful 
role induction into dominant and submissive roles 
that are innate to the Fight Phase. In the post-session 
review it became clear that shouting out ‘person’ 
or ‘member’ in response to inputs was being taken 
painfully personally by a subgroup of members. The 
group surfaced its concern about creating identified 
patients and scapegoating them, and was awed by 
the dynamics that aroused varied impulses within the 
members, including their scapegoating impulses. In 
the Large Group on the following day, scapegoating 
dynamics were explored within the group. There were 
several subgroups. One subgroup joined around blame 
of the leaders. Another subgroup explored how they 
volunteered for the submissive role. Another subgroup 
explored the energy in the scapegoating and feelings 
of triumph. Still another was disillusioned and decided 
that SCT methods didn’t work after all!
The overall outcome in the Conference was two-fold. 
The first outcome was considerable insight, at many 
different levels, for both the leaders and the members 
of the Large Group about the power of phase dynamics. 
Many members were awed by the power of ‘fight’ 
group dynamics that swept members up into phase 
responses, even though many members were also, at 
the same time, experiencing ambivalence. This was 
viewed as useful, as the restraining forces that are 
basic to system development are often contained 
within the SCT subgrouping process, and thus not as 
manifest as they were in this case when SCT methods 
(and leaders) failed to contain them. The second 
outcome was the wake-up call which permanently 
changed our understanding of the role of personalizing. 
In the emphasis on its cost to the development of 
membership roles, we had been blind to one of the 
fundamental dynamics of SCT, that a restraining force 

in one context is a driving force in a different context!” 
(Systems-Centered News, Fall 2014)
And here is Agazarian’s genius: when revising her 
theory, this forgotten discrimination resurfaces but in 
a very clear sight. In the same article she writes, “At 
that time I took for granted, without a second thought, 
that theoretically closing boundaries to information 
necessary to development was always restraining 
force. However, interpreting personalizing as always 
being a restraining force to development ignored the 
important theoretical premise that is also fundamental 
to Systems-Centered thinking: that whether or not a 
vector is a driving or a restraining force is determined 
by its goal” (Agazarian, 2014).
Now in 2020 as I see it, before the revised theory there 
was a lack of discrimination between Lewin’s restraining 
force which is essentially the boundary condition (reality) 
and Yvonne’s, restraining forces that are chasing the ‘as 
if’ goal (irreality).  The closed boundary was mistakenly 
being confused with the restraining force.  This is 
an important discrimination between what is driving/
restraining and what is goal? And what is the relationship 
between them. For me, this is the moment when 
Agazarian’s Theory of Living Human Systems reveals 
its intervening variables, which Kurt Lewin had called 
worthy for every scientist to strive for.  

What Did I Learn Through This Re-view? 
Lewin’s force field and Agazarian’s force field are two 
different entities. Though Agazarian developed her use of 
the force field following Lewin’s concepts, it is qualitatively 
and conceptually different. It is important to be mindful 
of the contexts in which they each could be used. Lewin’s 
force field is for the field theory and Agazarian’s force 
field is for the Theory of Living Human Systems and its 
Systems-Centered practice. The difference is similar to the 
difference between the relativity theory and the quantum 
theory in physics. Both theories are ‘true’ and ‘profound’ 
but are still irreconcilable.
I discovered Yvonne Agazarian and SCT at the time 
when she had already started revising her theory. So, 
I could never see what was ‘new’ about the theory. 
After seeing theory in the historical context of its 
development I feel gratitude towards Agazarian, the 
SCT community and to countless groups who brought 
us to the point where the Theory of Living Human 
Systems has become ‘self-sufficient’ and ‘real.’ Self-
sufficient in a sense that when we want to learn about 
living human systems, we don’t need anything other 
than Agazarian’s theory. Real in a sense, as water is real 
to fishes, and spacetime is real to human beings.
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From the Archives: SCT Training and Resource Center

Excerpted from the  
Systems-Centered News, July 2007
SCTRI 10-minute Peer Consultation
Yvonne Agazarian
SCTRI 10-minute Peer Consultation is a valuable benefit of 
SCTRI membership.  Any member, at anytime, can contact 
another member who has taken the Intermediate Skills 
Training for a ten-minute consultation. The goal of the 
consultation is to identify and undo one or more of the 
restraining forces using the protocol that the consultant 
will have mastered in the five-day skill training. 
The role of the Consultee: Your work is to request 
a consultation from a member who has taken the 
intermediate skills training. The goal is to get help 
undoing a restraining force that you have identified as 
either anxiety, tension, outrage, depression or one-up/
one-down role-lock which is making it difficult for you 
to reach your goals in a particular context. 
The role of the Consultant: Your work is to check 
that you have the time, energy and resources to do 
a ten-minute consultation. If so, set a convenient 
time, provide the structure for the work, keep the 
time boundaries, center the system, maintain a goal 
orientation and follow the relevant SCT protocol. The 
SCT consultant process requires focusing on undoing 
specific restraining forces by using the methods outlined 
in the skill training manual. 
End with ‘surprises and learnings’ or next steps. The challenge 
is to stay attuned, resonant, empathic and simultaneously 
maintain the consultation structure and goal. 
What SCT® Peer Consultation is not: Peer consultation 
is not therapy. The focus of the consultation is on the 
consultee’s task of relating to the goals of their role 
of therapist, organizational consultant, chaplain or 
educator  in a particular context. 
SCT peer consultation does not last more than the ten 
minutes that define the time boundaries. 

SCT Center Directors’ Note: Our ten minute peer 
consultation model has passed the test of time and 
also has successfully crossed the boundary into the 
larger environment. Irene McHenry has successfully 
taken this into Institute for Engaging Leadership in 
Friends Schools and following is her adaptation.  

Adaptation of the SCTRI Peer 
Consultation Model
Irene McHenry
irene.mc.granger@gmail.com

Framework: A 10-minute consultation between two 
members of the Leadership Institute. One member 
in the role of coach and one member in the role of 
consultee. The consultee is seeking a consultation on 
her/his action research project.
Goal: The goal of the consultation is to reduce at least 
one internal restraining force and possibly one external 
restraining force that are preventing the consultee 
from using what she/he knows for making a decision 
about next steps in a particular context.
Who it is for? Members of the Institute for Engaging 
Leadership in Friends Schools 
When to use it? When a consultee recognizes a “stuck” 
place in the action research momentum and wants to 
identify and work to reduce restraining forces (both 
internal and external) toward the goal of her/his action 
research; and, the consultee wants to do this work with 
an objective coach who has experience completing an 
action research project. 
Roles during the 10-minute consult: The consultation 
will focus on the consultee’s professional role. The 
first step will be crossing the boundary from person 
(personalizing – “the story”) into member roles for the 
consultation context.
Consultee: Your job is to have completed a force field 
analysis in order to identify internal and external 

This is a new Newsletter column from the SCT Training and Resource Center. For each Newsletter, the SCT Center plans 
to bring to the membership material from our Archives - some of the original work that has been built on over time, 
writings that might be particularly relevant to where we are today, or of particular interest to members or a subgroup.  
In this Newsletter, we are building on the article Jim Peightel offered (Spring 2020 edition) reminding us of the 
value of the 10-minute consultation. Here we bring back the first description of the 10-minute peer consultation 
to members of SCTRI in 2007 (Yvonne Agazarian) and an example of a current application that has crossed the 
boundaries into the outside world (Irene McHenry).
We hope you enjoy and find this useful. 
Annie Maciver and Fran Carter

1Reprinted from the SCT Newsletter, Vol. 15 No.1 p. 4 July 2007
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From the Archives: SCT Training and Resource Center
restraining forces, which are preventing you from moving 
toward your action research goal in a particular context. 
Coach: Your job is to provide the structure:
•  Setting and managing time boundaries
•    Providing guidance for centering at beginning  

of the session.
•    Staying in coach role and supporting consultee in 

staying in role during the consult. Think role, goal, 
and context related to the action research project.

•  Asking consultee to set a goal for the consultation.
•    Asking consultee to identify current restraining 

forces (internal and external) toward the current 
goal in the action research process.

•    Making time during the last few minutes of the consult 
for both of you to name surprises, learnings and 
next steps.

Note: All consultations are confidential.

For more information regarding dates and event registration, visit:  
www.systemscentered.com/training or contact: Kathy Lum, admin@systemscentered.com

Large Group
Connecting in a Virtual Context  
in a Time of Physical Separation
Led by: Susan Gantt and Mike Maher
Location: Zoom
When: February 24th; April 15th; May 10th – 12:30 – 1:30 pm EST

The Large Group is co-led by Susan Gantt and Mike 
Maher with the intention of creating a context for SCTRI 
members to meet and connect in these turbulent times.

This group meets on a monthly basis with registration 
required. 

Exploring Systemic Racism
Putting Our Resources to Work as  

Members of SCTRI…
Led by: Ray Haddock and Fran Carter

Location: Zoom
When: February 16th – 1:00 – 2:30 pm EST

Using A Theory of Living Human Systems and  
Systems-Centered methods and techniques to create 
a context to explore systemic racism, seeing what we 
discover when we look at institutional racism from a 
theoretical perspective. 

We are exploring how this perspective may be useful 
in weakening systemic racism whilst developing and 
transforming human systems at all the system levels.

Drop-In Study Group
Led by: TBD
Location: Zoom
When: TBD – 12:00 – 12:55 pm EST

The Drop-In Study Group is a place where members inter-
act around questions, ideas, curiosities, and areas of inter-
est about A Theory of Living Human Systems and  
Systems- Centered methods and techniques. 

A licensed (or license-qualified) SCT practitioner  attends 
each meeting to convene and mentor the group. 

        Systems-Centered® Training Reseach Institute
Yvonne Agazarian Training & Resource Center

The Systems-Centered Training and Research Institute (SCTRI) is presenting three,  
FREE virtual groups through its Training and Resource Center. 
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Members’ Forum:  Anyone Else?
This section is intended for members to share their experiences with SCT, responses to articles, workshops, 
trainings, and anything else related to exploring SCT and the Theory of Living Human Systems (TLHS). Whether your 
contribution is short or long, it’s always welcome. The goal is to share energy and build.

Force Field Analysis Becomes an 
Asset on Zoom 
Irene McHenry 
irene.mc.granger@gmail.com 

During the COVID pandemic, my consulting work with 
individuals and groups as well as my therapy work has 
been on Zoom for the past nine months. I know I›m not 
alone in this boat. I›ve been surprised by how seamlessly 
I›m able to introduce SCT concepts via Zoom. The 
force field analysis tool has been a go-to resource for 
closing team meetings, retreats, and group consultations 
with the goal of seeing how we did as a group. 
With Zoom, it›s easy to share the screen and type in the 
driving and restraining forces while the group generates 
them. The driving forces that I see, so far, from using the 
Zoom screen while creating a force field with a group are: 
the typing is clearer than handwriting; the typed input 
appears more quickly on the screen than handwriting on 
a chart; the group members can easily read the screen, 
regardless of where they are sitting; and, somehow the 
screen contributes to more energetic input from all 
group members. I›m curious to know if others have seen 
these driving forces and can build on them. 
So far, I only have observations and wonderings, not a 
hypothesis, for why this might be so. I›m wondering if 
brainstorming to generate driving and restraining forces 
on Zoom keeps members less likely to fall into their 
inner person system, and less likely to fall into noisy SAVI 
behaviors due to the attention required on Zoom. So far, 
I still see one major restraining force, which is the stability 
of the Wi-Fi connection for each member and the leader. 
In my teams and groups, we›ve reduced earlier restraining 
forces, such as learning to use the mute button, and 
remembering to say, ‹anyone else.› We›re all working to 
use the technology better and find the best place in our 
homes and offices to set up the computer for Zoom.
Anyone else? .
Race & the Issue of Privilege: The 
Promise of SCT for Group Work in 
Clinical Pastoral Education 
Natalia A. Shulgina 
Natalia.Shulgina@unchealth.unc.edu

Today, the issue of race, racial injustice, and white 
privilege is painfully alive in the educational and clinical 

spaces of Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE). Teaching 
and training ministerial students to discriminate 
between functional and stereotypical subgrouping, and 
raising their awareness and willingness to shift from 
the person-centered to the Systems-Centered way of 
seeing the conflict, provide one with a helpful way to 
engage this highly charged complex issue in the context 
of in-depth listening, emotional resonance, and genuine 
exploration. As such, it opens up the possibility for truly 
transformative learning. 

He stepped into it.  
We all knew the moment it happened:  WM, a white 
man from rural Virginia in his sixties was presenting 
his Cultural Autobiography, focusing on the hardships 
he endured on the path to his place around our CPE 
table. BM, a black man of approximately the same age 
started fidgeting in the wake of the hardship narrative. 
When WM finished, BM could barely wait:  I want to 
challenge you, WM, on your privilege…even though you 
worked hard, you did not work as hard as you would 
have had to if you were black.  WM, who came from a 
very poor background, dug in his heels:  I understand 
your concern. But nobody gave me anything. I worked 
hard for everything I got.  
The air becomes electrified as the rest of the 
group—young, white, socially aware, and 
passionate seminarians—get ready to weigh in on the 
issue. You can almost feel the artillery of arguments 
assembled within, fueled by the long-standing 
frustration about their inability to take greater part in 
social protests. And so the Great Debate begins…
  •  Have you ever thought of how your life would have 

been different if you were black? … 

  •  Don’t you think that if you were not white, you 
would not have had? … 

  •  Even though you say…you STILL had the advantage… 

  •  Do you think, if all things were exactly the same  
but you were black, you would have gotten as  
far as you have? … 

  •  Why do you think Blacks are at a disadvantage in 
this country? …

The “yes but” group dynamic in its many manifestations 
continues for some time, gradually escalating in 
intensity (as when WM adds oil to the fire:  I do not see 
color, and I wish we all stopped seeing color...), raising 
the internal temperature of the group and its individual 
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members. I feel the hair quietly stand up on the back of 
my scrawny neck. I am a young CPE educator, and there 
is a part of me that feels that if I don’t do something 
soon, WM is headed towards becoming a bucking and 
kicking “scapegoat” for the group. I stay silent, counting 
under my breath (in part, to account for the time I am 
willing to stay in this space of conflict and chaos; and in 
part to gently apply “parasympathetic breaks” on my own 
nervous system to deal with the rising emotional 
intensity)…. Soon, the discussion seems to disintegrate 
into frustrated middle-school-like bickering: 
 • Is so… 
 • Not so… 
I invite the students to “freeze the frame,” and ask: 
 • How does it feel?   …Not good…BAD!
 •  What does it remind you of?   …Same old same, 

rows and quarrels they had in other contexts
 •  Would you like to continue in this way or are you 

ready to try something different? 
          ... The general tone of exasperation and frustra-

tion in the group drives it home. 
               At last, they can all agree on one thing: the way 

they have been going at it is not working.   
I use this moment to introduce one of the most 
distinctive features of SCT:  functional subgrouping 
(FS) and its difference from stereotypical subgrouping 
(SS). I name that what we have just experienced 
in the group is an instance of SS, when the group 
splits around the difference (whiteness vs blackness, 
and more enlightenment vs less enlightenment in 
the discourse of systemic racism and social justice), 
and seeks to forcefully integrate—or, when that fails, 
expel—the “unacceptably different” part of the system. 
I also point out that, as long as we stay in that space, 
new learning is unlikely to occur. All we are doing is 
rehashing the familiar ideas and points of argument, as 
all stereotypical responses move towards the known. 
Lastly, I lift up something that has already been noticed 
by the group:  “same old same” – when we engage in 
stereotype subgrouping, we are merely reproducing 
the dynamics and attitudes that we have learned in 
the larger society, hence getting in the way of the 
very possibility of change we so desire.  Stereotypical 
subgrouping is painful, frustrating, and not terribly 
effective. At worst, it is further alienating – because 
nobody changes under frontal attack. 
The alternative to this is functional subgrouping when 
we join each other around similarity; coming together 
around the similar points of view and feelings creates 
interpersonal space where we feel safer and where it is 

easier to cooperate. In FS, we join around experiences 
that are like ours and therefore we do not waste our 
efforts trying to persuade, convert, or correct others. 
Tremendous energy is saved as a result, which then can 
be used to explore and understand the shared aspects of 
human experience better – opening a possibility of 
new learning. Lastly, because the subgroups on both 
sides of the conflict work in each other’s presence, 
there is a possibility of beginning to see each other 
— and therefore come together—in a different way, 
thus moving towards greater complexity and potential 
transformation of the group experience.
We reflect on the core human experience that seems to 
be at the forefront here:   the experience that undergirds 
the deep and painful issue of racism in our society is that 
of privilege—or lack thereof. I ask the group to subgroup 
around their access to privilege. What happens then 
is revealing. WM and BM end up in the same group, 
exploring the experience of under-privilege. The rest 
of the gung-ho seminarians end up in the privilege 
subgroup. General quieting of the room takes place, as 
WM and BM explore what it feels to have doors closed 
into their faces, to be ostracized by their communities 
of belonging, to be so poor that they had to worry about 
food. But something more than the quieting of feisty 
voices is taking place in the room. An almost palpable 
tenderness begins to spread. It comes from a human-
to-human talk and resonance about the hardships 
endured and overcome, about opportunities longed-
for and denied, about lasting wounds caused by the 
systemic oppression of blacks and whites alike. 
I glance at the clock. There is no time for the other 
subgroup to work, and it is clear that we are not going 
to integrate all the differences in this group seminar. 
The angry arguments and all the trigger phrases are 
still very present in the room. The racial tensions and 
the pent-up energy of frustration are still active and 
alive. And WM’s face is still pained by the memory of 
“being attacked by the group.” But when the seminar 
ends and I see WM exiting the room, not alone, but with 
BM and a female seminary student, all making plans to 
go to lunch together, I smile; something important 
has happened. Applying SCT to group work, in the 
moment when our CPE cohort embodied the charged 
conflict of our larger society around issues of race, 
has enabled us to shift  perspective—from person-
centered to systems-centered—and thus remain at the 
table of learning. In however small a way, this helped us 
experience a different way of being together.
In later conversations, as WM and BM continue to 
explore their experience of under-privilege, WM begins 
to concede that “White Supremacy exists” and in a 
moment of genuine vulnerability, BM shares about the 
color hierarchy and privilege in the black communities 
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“based on varying degrees of blackness.” What is 
happening here is the creation of safety in which further 
discrimination of their racial and racialized experience 
could take place. WM and BM, and the members of the 
group who witness their joint work, are now beginning 
to see the issue no longer just in “black and white” but in 
far greater variations of color. And as their own individual 
understanding becomes more complex, our group-as-
a-whole capacity to contain differences also increases, 
becoming a space conducive to growth and transformation.
Epilogue:  In preparing this vignette, I have anonymized 
the material to protect the learning for my students 
who are still working on their exploration of race and 
privilege. I feared that making our group’s experience 
public so early in the process may cause heightened 
self-consciousness and as such, become a restraining 
force to further exploration. Yet, in seeking their 
permission to share even this anonymized account, I 
had a surprising and deeply rewarding discovery:  their 
willingness to share their learning with others. WM said 
that he would not mind this work to be shared “if it 
helps others learn…to make a small contribution to the 
transformation of the society by SCT.” .
Systems Theory Inspires Vivid 
Metaphor and Purpose
Deborah Zeigler
dzconsult@gmail.com

Nested Matryoshka dolls are good metaphors of systems 
at work. Tracking the global pandemic, in the nation, 
then New Jersey, where I am, works, too.
In my retirement community, we are mostly in 
survival mode. Residents are discouraged from leaving 
the campus. Some people are still concerned about 
leaving their apartments. Not a lot of energy crossing 
the boundary. We have very low COVID cases among 
residents, 9 in 1700; about 16 among staff who come and 
go each day. I am in a pod of six people who do not eat 
in the dining rooms.  We have weekly wine and finger 
food only in our six apartments. When food is not involved, 
there are still ongoing meetings and gatherings.  
The most important for me is creating programs to 
explore awareness of White privilege. First, we taped a 
conversation with five residents. Next will be several 
high school student servers and then members of 
some resident families. These are not SCT groups but 
“anybody else” is enormously useful! My goal is to 
normalize that! .

COVID Communication Creates Noise
Ben Ciceron
bciceron@gmail.com
I want to hug you, but I need you to stay away. .
Writing a Force Field in  
Times of Chaos
Kitty Garlid
kgarlid@gmail.com

This is a first for me, writing for the Members Forum. 
I am responding to the invitation issued by our 
Newsletter team, of which I am a part, to use the SCT 
concept of the Force Field during these times of turmoil 
and disequilibrium. I have several relevant uses for the 
Force Field, a couple of which I will share.
First, a force field related to what is driving towards 
contributing to the Members Forum? I have energy to 
try to find and develop my writer’s voice; I trust that 
my voice is a voice for the SCTRI membership group 
and that I likely have a subgroup of other writers at the 
threshold; also driving, I am eager to try out this forum 
at a time when I so miss being with other members of 
SCT in person and see if some might respond!
And what is restraining towards contributing to the 
Members Forum? Given the ongoing challenges of 
racial injustice, the political climate, and COVID-19, I 
live with an undercurrent of despair with the survival 
role I’ll call “What’s the use?” In the context of so 
many real and imagined dangers in the environment, 
the survival role tells me as I sit down to write that the 
Members Forum will move forward without my voice; 
I doubt myself saying, “This needs to be really good, 
especially because I am editor of this newsletter and 
I’m not so sure…” Or I tell myself that I am too busy, 
when actually I am retired and manage my calendar 
quite well, choosing what I want to put on it.
Second, a force field related to the goal of keeping 
my equilibrium in a chaotic time. Yvonne wrote 
about the word equilibrium as it applies to SCT’s 
use of the forcefield: “A force field of equal and 
opposing driving and restraining forces define the 
level of equilibrium in a system.” When the driving 
and restraining forces are matched, one might say 
that the system is “in equilibrium” or “in stasis,” so 
I recognize the irony of a goal of simply maintaining 
my equilibrium.  Reframed however, the goal of 
equilibrium as I am using it might better be named 
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as sustaining my energy (while managing my anxiety-
generated survival roles)!
That force field looks like this:

So far, I am “keeping my equilibrium” and sustaining 
my energy for the most part with a few notable lapses. 
Anyone else? .
A Time for Reflection
Eriko Kopp-Makinose
info@erikokoppmakinose.de

Breathing deeply into the space between the rips, 
Breathing into my pelvic floor.
Looking around, what feels good to my eyes…. staying 
with it.
Spending time in my emotional state, connecting with my 
deep sadness as well as my deep gratitude, sometimes 
supported by inspiring texts, poems, pictures, songs.
Meditation .

Finding the Similarity in the 
Apparently Different
Norma Safransky
nsafransky@gmail.com

My time in my garden and with my hens is time I 
sometimes spend reflecting on the TLHS. 
This past spring, in the midst of this pandemic, I 
introduced four new hens into my lovely flock of hens. 
The original group was comprised of one Rhode Island 
Red, two Barred Rocks and three Arcunas, lovely ladies 
with wildly different plumes. This group was raised 
together as chicks and generally got along together 
well. The new girls were Rhode Island Reds. They were 
young and small and not yet fully feathered. So many 
differences.
I knew from previous experience that differences 
caused problems in the flock. If a hen becomes broody 
(that is, she decides to sit on the eggs that were laid 
that day as if she could hatch them despite the lack of a 
rooster), she’s an outcast. The other hens peck her and 
chase her away from the treats I bring. So needless to 
say, I was watchful as I introduced all these differences 
into the flock.
True to form, the old hens chased the new girls away 
from the feed, pecked them if they got too close. The 
little ones found a hiding place behind an old Christmas 
tree I had put into the pen to provide some novelty 
for them. Worried, I put in extra feeding and watering 
stations. 
Then, the strangest thing happened. The one Rhode 
Island Red started hanging out with the young hens. 
Odd, now there were five Rhode Island Reds interacting. 
How did she know the young ones were Rhode Island 
Reds? There’s no mirror in my henyard! But flock, they 
did. Not completely at first, but more and more often 
they were together when I looked in on them.
I noticed that the original RRR hen was sometimes 
in the original flock and sometimes hanging around 
with the new hens. She was finding her similarity in 
the apparently different, or so I imagined. It made me 
think of adding new members to a group and what 
happens when an “old” member finds a similarity with 
the “new” members.
Before long, the old RRR and a couple of the new hens 
started hanging out with the old flock, and gradually 
the two flocks were integrated. It’s not all sunshine and 
roses in the henhouse, there’s still pecking order. Even 
chickens have survival roles! .

DRIVING                               RESTRAINING

Getting up in the morning  
to go for a run

Keeping my curiosity at the 
edge of the unknown:  
going outside to work in the 
garden with no plan and 
seeing where I get drawn in

Political canvassing

Getting involved with the local 
community

Caring for my 21-year-old cat 
with a kidney infection

Staying in touch with family

Writing for the Members 
Forum; Anyone else? 

Keeping a sense of humor 

Telling myself it is “safer”  
in bed

Allowing myself to see only 
the never-ending invasive 
plants

The old “What’s the use…”

Seeing only social distancing 
and face masks

Self-diagnosing her and digging 
her grave in the garden

Telling myself it is too risky 
or annoying (Zoom)

The old, “What’s the use…”

Being a negative old  
wet blanket
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Driving and Restraining Forces for 
a Clinical Pastoral Education Group 
during the COVID-19 Pandemic
Anurag Mani
anuragmani@hotmail.com
I was facilitating the Spring CPE intern group early 
this year when I received an urgent message from the 
Director for an impromptu faculty meeting. Though 
not surprised by the immediacy of the message I felt a 
surge of anxious energy run throughout my body. I took 
some breaths and centered myself as I gave the group a 
short break while I attended the meeting that was being 
held through videoconferencing. The message was 
harder for me to share with the CPE interns than I had 
thought. Visibly shaken and emotional I shared that the 
hospital cannot have interns anymore in the hospital, 
and we cannot meet for classes in person. The group 
shared their own emotional responses and exchanged 
messages of support, anxiety, fear, and uncertainty. And, 
within minutes I was in my office sitting alone staring 
at the wall, feeling somewhat hopeless, exhausted, and 
concerned for the interns and the future of CPE.
It is almost November 2020 and I am finishing a mid-unit 
CPE week with the incoming group of seven residents with 
whom I will journey for the next year. In the last half-year, 
it appears that a lot has changed and a lot of it remains the 
same. I have changed. Pre-COVID I would have closed my 
personal system boundaries to any suggestion of conducting 
a CPE learning group primarily through videoconferencing. 
Necessity demands action and action leads to change. For 
me as an educator the changes have been a great learning 
experience. In this reflection I would like to highlight some 
ways the pandemic has created driving and restraining 
forces as I observe the group work in CPE.
For my understanding of group process, I rely heavily 
on System Centered Theory that offers me a very 
structured way of looking at my context through the 
lenses of theory. A few months back I facilitated a 
Summer CPE group that met entirely through Zoom 
teleconferencing. The six interns and I never met in 
person. The group bonded throughout the summer 
over the Zoom meetings and wondered if they could 
meet together outside the hospital and CPE context 
as a group once the unit was over. A time and place 
were decided, and the group met while taking the 
necessary safety and social distancing precautions. 
It was interesting to see the change in the group’s 
interaction with each other as they finally got to see 
each other physically and completely and not just 
through the eyes of the computer camera lens. 
What surprised me the most was how the group started 
to comment on the physical attributes of each other. 
There were surprises and laughter around how short 

or tall the other person was or how the other person 
looked different on camera. What caught my attention 
were the curiosities that lingered around our physical 
personas and how we often subgroup stereotypically 
based on these outside realities of self.
Looking through the SCT lens, as a group is forming 
there is a lot of anxious energy that quickly moves into 
stereotypical subgrouping based on race, gender, age, 
years of work experience or personal physical attributes. 
This is a restraining force towards group development 
and growth. To lower this restraining force, I as a group 
facilitator teach the students the method of functional 
subgrouping which allows the energy and communication 
to travel among all group members without being 
restrained by the noise of stereotypical subgrouping.
My goal in the groups that have met in person is to find 
ways to lower the restraining forces of stereotypical 
subgrouping among members. For most groups this 
takes significant time, energy, and attention both from 
me as a facilitator and from the CPE interns/residents. 
Videoconferencing restricts the ability of the group 
members to see each other fully in terms of one’s physical 
presence. It also reduces the space one occupies through 
their physical presence. It somehow blurs the divisions 
that we have learned to create based on how we look 
physically, the color of our skin, the number of degrees 
we possess, the number of years of our work experience 
etc. These are important aspects of oneself, yet this also 
creates noise and slows the group maturity and learning 
process if the group is not willing to look beyond these 
outward aspects and join each other in a level playing field 
of group members willing to learn together. 
What I am discovering is that video conferencing as way 
of group learning process in Clinical Pastoral Education 
is actually a driving force for me as an educator who 
desires to create a learning group of interns and 
residents willing to functionally subgroup and invest 
energy in exploration and learning about their needs in 
the here and now of the learning process. 
Videoconferencing as I have experienced thus far has not 
restrained the ability of the group to meet each other fully 
in terms of emotions, feelings, and thoughts. I currently 
supervise a group that has five residents around the 
Central Florida Region and two residents in Kansas City. 
The biggest restraining force is that as human beings we 
desire connection and “even though video conferencing 
has allowed us to connect and learn it does not satisfy our 
longing for a physical human contact.” 
And, because of COVID-19, I can envision CPE (post-
COVID) as a blended program where we can offer 
this transformational learning to students in diverse 
locations while also bringing the students together for 
mid and final evaluations in person to complete the 
circle of group bonding, learning and work!



Upcoming Training Opportunities

SCT Annual Conference Online 
Weekend Institute: March 13-14

Conference: March 15-19
Details on the web at www.systemscentered.com


